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[gnome] wrote:

"Israel have issued advice to other countries to "avoid making the same mistake" they have made. They are apparently seeing a 'fourth wave' despite 85% of people within their country being vaccinated. Heck, I saw that they have even introduced vaccine passports for those as young as 3!

Anyway, the advice they have issued to other countries to avoid making the same mistake?

‘Firstly, countries must redouble their efforts to persuade vaccine-refuseniks to get their inoculations. Secondly, a policy of booster jabs must be considered for the elderly and those with underlying health conditions. It would be wise to act now to prevent a deadly wave in the UK.’

Essentially what they're saying is: The vaccine doesn't work. The number of cases, hospitalizations and deaths continue to rise. Don't make our mistake! Make sure you push the vaccine more aggressively - and don't forget booster jabs!

Source: https://www.dailymail.co.uk/debate/arti … surge.html "

Basically, Israel did the whole ordeal to convince other countries that this situation was worthwhile to destroy all of modern civilization upon.

Israel's "scientists" also spoke last year about implanting microchips to people, supposedly to track Co-Vid. Basically, everything on the "Conspiracy theory playbook" has been communicated as a "Solution" from them. There is no limit to what they have recommended governments to do.

After they are living to see the aftermath, and how this has also affected the Middle East, they might as well begin soon kvetching that lockdowns are evil. Even their own are being stranded slowly by the things their crazy reptilian race is coming up with.
In regards to the vaccine, of course it's ineffective and not up to the anticipated or claimed level of effectiveness. The vaccine was rushed, experimental technology, and is literally labelled as "experimental" by the CDC. The ramifications of mid-term or long-term use are completely unknown. Short term, there are known to be issues.

Of course, people didn't turn into zombies as many people claimed online with full fury. But still, this means fundamentally nothing. At least here, nobody claimed people would turn into zombies.

But if this continues? Well nobody can answer that one. According to some scientists, this is unnecessary. Others claim it will cause death. Others, because probably they got a $$$ pack from Pfizer or Moderna, claim that it's all absolutely safe and that it should become the "New Reality".

The question why such a failed thing should be repeated, remains obvious only to people that know where this situation is really going. A possible outcome, is that this might cause rampant mutation by the virus, and a new adaptation that might actually be threatening.

The suppression of Co-Vid cures, is because the consistent and repetitive inoculation of people is going to create extreme profits and also further a strong digital authoritarianism bond between the State and People, over the "QR Codes", now being experimented with in Europe.

The "Illness" itself is a low threat, and statistics mention it for themselves after 2 years. Even the massively inflated statistics, do point out to it until now being very very low death toll, and nothing to literally destroy the West over.

Of course, the Jewish agenda of destroying the West or slow down the whole planet, is obvious. China of course is exempt from this. And Israel was on the "forefront" for promoting the excessively inflated hoax.

Also, many don't know this, but medical companies like Pfizer have done a deal with the State of Israel, to provide "Data" in regards to the effectiveness of the vaccine. This data is later used to justify things to the medical heads of Nations, and from there on, policies are enforced on the people based on that data. In effect, what Israel claims is the case, will be strongly emphasized and adopted by other Nations as "Fact".

This is typically Jewish of them. Being at the center of the manipulation, but pretending they have really no clue, all while doing the "little victim" and the "sacrificial lamb".

For those that don't know, in the Jewish Kabbalah, the Jews equate themselves
with the "small" and their enemy Nations [Gentiles] as the "Big". This is also in
the myth of David and Goliath. While pretending to be small, they are
manipulating the big, from seemingly impossible to understand loopholes. This is
due to the stupidity of the "Goliath".

In short terms, this is called specializing in manipulation. They have Kabbalistic
connotations to this practice and how it's best achieved. A small nonsense
"Nation" is manipulating the global policy of all others, based on irrational and
probably even half forged data. Of course, nobody can "fact check these" or
deny these, as opposition is "disappearing".

About a week ago, the State Department also informed the US citizens, that
whomever is against the "Co-Vid", is also a potential Terrorist. Then they lost
Afghanistan. I guess they were focused on the real "Terrorists" again, as per
usual...

As I said like about years ago, humanity will have to live side by side with this
"Co-vid" thing, as with the flu. The flu exterminates people yearly, and it is a
strong death toll of a virus. Thanks to Chinese scientists, this will kill a set
amount of people yearly, as the flu does, and nothing probably could really end it
soon with a 100% certainty. Vaccines need repetitive use, and any drugs, too.

All of this is simply to erode freedoms, a boundless game by interest groups, and
the Jew World Order harassing humanity to impose the "Great Reset". Nothing
much else.

Smoking kills 8 million of people yearly. The claim is, that "people can smoke" or
that "whomever wants to smoke, we cannot stop them". At the same time,
Governments pretend they don't understand that "Whomever wants to vaccinate
on a new experimental vaccine, should do so willingly".

Anyhow, this approach of approx. 8 million death toll yearly from Smoking is four
times almost that of the "yearly deaths" from Co-Vid. Since Co-Vid, this statistic,
assuming it's steady, would be on 16 million of dead per the same time of Co-vid.

By the time of the Co-vid showing up, 16 million humans worldwide have
perished from smoking related illness that is proven entirely and for decades to
have a strong direct link from smoking.

At the same time, the "Pandemic" has killed less than 3 million, all loosely
reported deaths "with" Co-Vid, and not even dying from Co-Vid exclusively.
Mainly people above 70 years old, who can die anyway by anything.

Over the frivolous excuse of the Co-Vid holocaust, they have stranded rights,
abused citizens, imposed lockdowns, printed trillions, caused inflation, ruined
Constitutions, did media kvetching to brainwash all day, attempted change the
face of society and so on.

About 300 million have been sick from Co-Vid and only 3 million have died. Also, the disaster of using the "vaccine" hasn't provided any major protection. They also opened the legal slippery slope for "Mandatory Medical Acts" to the larger populace, and even people that don't even need these.

According to "Conspiracy" theorists, this is also so that they can enforce DNA modification in the future. Any sane person who understands logic and how one things to another, should see this.

All of this is JWO, harassment, and an attempt to slow down the West and the planet, alongside other darker agendas. The numbers simply don't add up. People who saw all this, such as people who said that "the Chinese made this in a lab", for the first year, were called kooks and conspiracy theorists.

Then, eventually, the "Establishment" under the fear of being found out for this titanic fraud, they decided to claim the same thing, but only after the vaccine was rolled out to scare the people by selective information.

All this should teach anyone is that Jews need to be deposed immediately same as their servants, because they are going to destroy our Civilization and possibly everything on this world. The West has entered fallout mode because of this nonsense.

Of course, humanity will also understand that these people are without mercy, don't care about "facts or logic", and they will only call the hoax off if in particular they experience major damage or upset beyond control. By itself this proves inherently that they have the major agenda going, exposed here and known by us all.
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